Joint Session: Trademarks, Industrial Design, and Information Technology

08:45 – 09:15  Registration

09:15 – 09:30  Opening Ceremonies
Ms. Nusara Kanjanakul, Deputy Director General of the Department of Intellectual Property (DIP)
Mrs. Isabelle De Stobbeleir, EU Delegation to Thailand
Mr. Ignacio De Medrano, Project Leader of ARISE+ IPR

09:30 – 09:45  Overview of the ARISE+ IPR Project
Mr. Ignacio De Medrano, ARISE+ IPR

09:45 – 10:00  Coffee Break

10:00 – 10:45  Feasibility Study on the Establishment of an ASEAN Regional Trademark System: Presentation of Concept Note and Opening Discussion on the Next Steps
Mr. Ignacio De Medrano, ARISE+ IPR

10:45 – 11:30  Overview of the EUIPO Convergence Programme
Mr. Tiago Guerreiro, ARISE+IPR

10:30 – 12:15  Feasibility Study on the Establishment of the ASEAN IP Academy
Mr. Bakhtiar Bandial, ARISE+IPR

Updating of the Existing Modules of the ASEAN IP Training Platform and Possibility of Developing New Modules
Mr. Bakhtiar Bandial, ARISE+IPR
Representatives, ASEAN Member States

12:15 – 14:00  Lunch Break

14:00 – 14:30  Status of ASEAN IT Tools
Ms. Sharifah Nadiah Syed Sheikh, MyIPO (ASEAN TMclass)
Ms. Yoga Prihastomo, DGIP (ASEAN GI Database)
Mr. Ernesto Villanueva (ASEAN TMview and Designview)

14:30 – 16:00  EUIPO Tools
Mr. Alexandre Tran and Mr. João Carrilho, EUIPO IT Experts

16:00 – 16:30  Coffee Break

16:30 – 17:00  Summary of Agreements and Adoption of Joint Meeting Report

This Project is funded by the European Union and implemented by the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO)
19th February (IT Meeting)

09:00 – 09:30  Updates on the Maintenance of the ASEAN Tools  
Mr. Alexandre Tran, EUIPO IT Expert  
Representatives, ASEAN Member States

09:30 – 10:30  Open Discussion on Technical Issues on the Transmission of Data to the ASEAN IT Tools and Maintenance of the Tools  
Mr. Alexandre Tran, EUIPO IT Expert  
Ms. Sharifah Nadiah Syed Sheikh, MyIPO (ASEAN TMclass)  
Mr. Yoga Prihastomo, DGIP (ASEAN GI Database)  
Mr. Ernesto Villanueva (ASEAN TMview and Designview)

10:30 – 11:00  Updates on the Bilateral Integration of AMS in EUIPO Global Tools  
Mr. João Carrilho, EUIPO IT Experts  
Representatives, ASEAN Member States

11:00 – 11:15  Coffee Break

11:15 – 12:30  Open Discussion on the Establishment of an ASEAN IT Support Team and the Maintenance of the Tools Moving Forward  
Mr. Alexandre Tran and Mr. João Carrilho, EUIPO IT Experts  
Representatives, ASEAN Member States

12:30 – 14:00  Lunch Break

14:00 – 17:00  Technical Presentation on Selected EUIPO Tools: Requirements for Adoption  
Mr. João Carrilho, EUIPO IT Expert

Training on Front Office tools  
Mr. Alexandre Tran and Mr. João Carrilho, EUIPO IT Experts

Summary of Agreements and Conclusions

IT Components of the ARISE+ Second Year Annual Work Plan and ASEAN IT Work Plan  
Mr. Tiago Guerreiro, ARISE+IPR
Meeting on Southeast Asia-Europe Enhanced Patent Data Exchange

20-21 February 2019
Bangkok, Thailand

DRAFT AGENDA

Contact persons:
Mr. Ignacio de Medrano Caballero, EUIPO
Email: ignacio.demedrano@euipo.europa.eu

Mr. Nicholas Körnig, EPO
Email: nkoernig@epo.org

www.ipkey.eu
20 February 2019

09:00 – 09:30 am  Registration
09:30 – 10:00 am  Opening Remarks
10:00 – 10:30 am  Photo Session and Coffee Break
10:30 – 11:30 pm  Presentations by EPO:
  • International Data Exchange Policy and Related Activities
  • Importance and Benefits of Patent Data Exchange
  • Data Standards and Related Tools
11:30 – 12:00 pm  Presentation on the ASEAN Patentscope
12:00 – 13:00 pm  Lunch Break
13:00 – 14:00 pm  Bilateral Meeting with IT Officials from Indonesia
14:00 – 15:00 pm  Bilateral Meeting with IT Officials from Singapore
15:00 – 15:30 pm  Coffee Break
15:30 – 16:30 pm  Bilateral Meeting with IT Officials from Malaysia

21 February 2019

09:00 – 10:00 am  Bilateral Meeting with IT Officials from the Philippines
10:00 – 10:15 am  Coffee Break
10:15 – 11:15 am  Bilateral Meeting with IT Officials from Thailand
11:15 – 12:15 pm  Bilateral Meeting with IT Officials from Viet Nam
12:15 – 13:30 pm  Lunch Break